FNPS Conference Committee Meeting Minutes
June 14, 2016
Committee: Juliet Rynear, Kim Zarillo, Mark Kateli, Donna Bollenbach, Karina Veaudry and Marlene
Rodak
ACTION ITEM: Marlene will pursue availability of campus -- Marlene spoke with both USF-St. Pete and
Eckerd College, but is still waiting on call backs from them to verify availability. USF-SP indicated they
had an orientation scheduled for Friday, but that those dates constantly change.
ACTION ITEM: Juliet will pursue chapter/region support of the location (working with/through Donna
Bollenbach) -- Donna attended the GoToMeeting to learn more about the responsibilities and
commitment needed by the region.
We reviewed the regional concept for the 2017 FNPS conference and identified up to ten chapters who
might share the conference duties and regional support proceeds from the 2017 conference. Those
chapters are (in no particular order): Hernando, Heartland, Suncoast, Nature Coast, Pinellas, Serenoa,
Mangrove, South Ridge, Sumter and The Villages.
These chapters of the loosely-defined region would participate in developing a conference theme,
identifying and securing program speakers applicable to the theme, and other important decisions such
as planning socials. Various chapters would also be responsible for planning field trips, planning and
executing the silent auction, securing plants vendors, communicating about the chapter table, assisting
with proofreading and securing vendors and exhibitors and other potential events. Other events might
include a public outreach event, etc.
The Society, which consists of chapter members, is responsible for determining where the conference
will be, for securing all venues and contractors. Additionally, the Society is responsible for handling all
applicable revenue and expenses including the save-the-date cards and program printing.
The Conference Committee consists of various members from different chapters. The goal is to manage
the conference process in a manner that facilitates communication, provides framework to the process
and provides consistency while maintaining fiscal responsibility. The conference committee, by
communicating with the Society and the region, will develop the conference budget as this has proven
to be a daunting task in the past. Speaker honorariums and comps should be run through the
conference committee to maintain a sense of consistency between conferences.
We discussed this motion for the June 23, 2016 Board meeting:
MOTION – To accept the new format for regional conferences (loosely based on the landscape
brochure regions) for future annual conferences, with the directive that the 2017 conference be held
in the West Coast region.
Finally, we continued filling in blanks on a spreadsheet of key contacts for various conference-planning
roles.
What’s Next?

Next meeting is TBD based on a doodle poll.
The following is a note from President Catherine Bowman with her comments about the 2016
conference. I am including it in its entirety.
6/14/16
2016 Conference: what worked/what need work. Summarized by Catherine Bowman from comments
provided by Don Spence, Pawpaw Chapter Conference Chair, for combination with attendance and final
information into a Conference Committee Report for posting on the forum for the 23 June BOD.
Marketing/advertisement efforts need work. The postcards should have gone out earlier. As an
example of not enough advertising Don mentioned that he was in Gainesville and people he described
as environmentally‐centered, plant‐caring people had no idea that a conference was coming up.
Fundraising needed to have started earlier and been stronger.
There was confusion and miscommunication between the state board members and the local
conference committee folks. Items of confusion mentioned included:
Budget was an issue. (I, Catherine, am not sure about the details of this, but understood during the
process that the local folks seemed unsure of the budget and/or there were too many people involved
in making arrangements related to money):
Finding keynote speakers who would speak for free or be otherwise willing to work with our limited
funds. Confusion and disagreement among numerous people regarding comped rooms for speakers,
possible honorariums, various expenses covered for FNPS contractors (it was mentioned that as
contractors, this is an expense they could probably take off their taxes).
Registration went pretty well. But the contractor (who was this? Juliet or Emma?, I (Catherine) do not
know who this was) was unknown to Don and others until she arrived on site.
The name badges should have said (as they have in the past) “speaker,” “vendor” or “volunteer” etc.
The field trip car caravan policy for field trips was not favored by many. I, Catherine, also much prefer
when we have signs in the venue meet-up area with the field trip Letters on them and someone to
gather each group so they can discuss how best for each person to get to the field trip location, unless
they are going from somewhere else directly to or from the field trip and are not meeting a group. I
don’t think that in our group and in the age of GPS that close, dangerous following is a problem. In
conjunction, I heard it mentioned that having alcohol at social events after which people had to drive
back to their lodging seemed more dangerous (which, really with the FNPS group, is not really that
dangerous).
Field trips – mostly went well. The field trip coordinator had problems in relation to providing
information and who was responsible for developing field trip instructions.
Vendors – we had about 10 or 11 vendors and 3 or 4 tables for non‐profits. The goal of the
FNPS conference should not be purely to “make money.” However, that is the position that is held by
some. The Pawpaw Chapter found all the vendors and offered them a reasonable charge for the table.
Paul Rebmann has that info, but it was a nominal amount that garnered money for us and allowed
the vendor to make a profit. We only had 1 plant vendor because of the too-high fees that were charged
to vendors. (I, Catherine, also think that for Volusia County’s location, there is only the one local vendor
and that travel costs for trailers of plants may have been able to have been offset by sales).

The conference attendance, itself was too expensive. $85 a day is a lot. This meeting (the
conference) should be available to all, we are making cost prohibitive for the ones on a fixed income.
Don had a conversation with Dr. Taylor (and I, Catherine, have heard this from others and can
appreciate the point myself, though I also like the adventure of having socials at different
locations) about the event. He said did not want to go back to a “school” setting like in Ft. Myers nor did
he like having to drive to N. FL University. He liked to go to one place and stay there, and not have to
drive every day to get to the event. Don concurred with this.
Lastly, we need one person to run the events and be the point person for all decisions, not three or four
part-time contractors.

